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Executive Summary
The purpose of this project was to determine if forced-aeration composting can
be a viable technology for converting poultry industry farm wastes, both litter and
mortalities, into value-added products that have the potential for use off farm. By
taking the finished compost off farm, the grower can effectively remove 100% of the
nutrients from being land applied to the already heavily loaded crop land. The major
focus of this project became the economic application and the overall performance
evaluation of forced aeration technology to both portable steel containers and
ultimately to a concrete version of the technology. Market acceptance for both litter
and mortality compost from both farms has been very favorable.
Three criteria were used to evaluate the project's success: the level of biological
activity as reflected in the temperature performance of the units, the analytical quality
of the compost produced, and the economic feasibility of using this technology on a
wide spread basis.
Temperature performance was exceptional, exceeding both state and federal
requirements by a minimum of 10°F higher than the required temperature and a
minimum of 10 (ten) days longer than the required duration above those temperature
requirements. The impressive temperature performance was the result of a
combination of factors, from development of a standard compost recipe to the process
accelerating effect of adding forced aeration.
Analytical results for the reduction of pathogens in the finished compost were
also exceptional, exceeding all required levels for pathogen destruction for the limited
samples taken. This exceptional pathogen reduction performance demonstrated by
forced aeration composting more than adequately addresses the biosecurity concerns
expressed by local and state agencies, the growers and Tyson Foods, Inc.
Economic feasibility was demonstrated in a comparison to an incinerator for the
same size farm when both technologies receive state or federal cost share dollars to
offset the capital cost of the systems. Mountain Organic Materials' greatest challenge
in the future will be to translate the proven performance into a system that is
economical for poultry and other animal agricultural markets even without the
assistance of state and federal cost share programs.
The common and successful application of forced aeration composting to other
waste streams such as municipal biosolids has been tested and proven for more than
a decade now. The missing link to animal agriculture has been the lack of a costeffective version of the technology that was built specifically for the industry. Future
application of this technology for composting of other animal waste residuals may
ultimately come down to overall economics but the first hurdle was clearly to
demonstrate the exceptional performance of forced aeration technology to the industry
and to those agency personnel involved.
Proving that forced aeration technology could work on-farm while minimizing
the risks to the grower suggested that a portable prototype be built. Portability has
unique advantages during the development and testing phase, because if it doesn't
work, it can be totally removed from the farm. The portable forced aeration units'
performance sparked considerable interest from growers and agency personnel alike
and became a catalyst for further developments that have exceeded the initial scope
of this project. Some of those developments are complete, like the design and
construction of a concrete version of the technology, and some are only getting
started, but all are a direct result of the performance and information generated during
the course of this demonstration project.

Project Overview
Historically, forced-aeration technology was reserved for the large-scale
municipal and industrial applications composting materials such as biosolids, food
wastes, mixed solid wastes, and industrial processing wastes or sludge wastes.
Introducing and demonstrating the exceptional performance of this technology to the
poultry industry was clearly our initial objective. But technology performance had to be
balanced against the overall economics of its application. Engineering a cost-effective
platform to delivery that technology, whether portable or permanent, was always a
critical design objective.
The portable platform used to demonstrate this technology was borrowed from
the waste handling industry; standard roll-off containers specially modified to facilitate
forced aeration composting of both mortalities and litter. A larger 40 yd3 roll-off
container was used to compost the litter mix. Mortalities were composted in a twin set
of smaller 10 yd3 insulated roll-offs that shared a common fan - pictured below.

A twin set of 10
forced aeration system used to compost poultry mortalities.

The performance of these Portable Aerated Composting Bin System units, or
PACBS units, became a springboard for Mountain Organic Materials, or MOM, to
design and build a concrete prototype specifically for composting poultry mortalities.
This concrete version of the Forced Aeration Composting Bin System, or FACBS,
incorporated most of the advantages associated with the modified roll-off containers
while incorporating several design features already being used in MOM's Dairy
Composting Operation. This combination of prototype testing and large scale
composting experience resulted in a concrete design that significantly reduced the
design limitations related to the PACBS design while incorporating features that have
proven critical in MOM's dairy composting operation.
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this project was to determine if forced-aeration composting can
be a viable technology for converting poultry industry farm wastes, both litter and
mortalities, into value-added products that have the potential for use off farm. By
taking the finished compost off farm, the grower can effectively remove 100% of the
nutrients from being land applied to the already heavily loaded crop land. The major
focus of this project became the economic application and the overall performance
evaluation of forced aeration technology to both portable steel containers and
ultimately to a concrete version of the technology. Market acceptance for both litter
and mortality compost from both farms has been very favorable.
Three criteria were used to evaluate the project's success: the level of biological
activity as reflected in the temperature performance of the units, the analytical quality
of the compost produced, and the economic feasibility of using this technology on a
wide spread basis.
Temperature performance was exceptional, exceeding both state and federal
requirements by a minimum of 10°F higher than the required temperature and a
minimum of 10 (ten) days longer than the required duration above those temperature
requirements. The impressive temperature performance was the result of a
combination of factors, from development of a standard compost recipe to the process
accelerating effect of adding forced aeration.
Analytical results for the reduction of pathogens in the finished compost were
also exceptional, exceeding all required levels for pathogen destruction for the limited
samples taken. This exceptional pathogen reduction performance demonstrated by
forced aeration composting more than adequately addresses the biosecurity concerns
expressed by local and state agencies, the growers and Tyson Foods, Inc.
Economic feasibility was demonstrated in a comparison to an incinerator for the
same size farm when both technologies receive state or federal cost share dollars to
offset the capital cost of the systems. Mountain Organic Materials' greatest challenge
in the future will be to translate the proven performance into a system that is
economical for poultry and other animal agricultural markets even without the
assistance of state and federal cost share programs.
The common and successful application of forced aeration composting to other
waste streams such as municipal biosolids has been tested and proven for more than
a decade now. The missing link to animal agriculture has been the lack of a costeffective version of the technology that was built specifically for the industry. Future
application of this technology for composting of other animal waste residuals may
ultimately come down to overall economics but the first hurdle was clearly to
demonstrate the exceptional performance of forced aeration technology to the industry
and to those agency personnel involved.
Proving that forced aeration technology could work on-farm while minimizing
the risks to the grower suggested that a portable prototype be built. Portability has
unique advantages during the development and testing phase, because if it doesn't
work, it can be totally removed from the farm. The portable forced aeration units'
performance sparked considerable interest from growers and agency personnel alike
and became a catalyst for further developments that have exceeded the initial scope
of this project. Some of those developments are complete, like the design and
construction of a concrete version of the technology, and some are only getting
started, but all are a direct result of the performance and information generated during
the course of this demonstration project.

A Forced Aeration six-bin concrete version specifically designedfor poultry
mortality composting built on the Randy Johnson farm in Wilkesboro, N.C.
The immediate need in Wilkesboro was for an alternative method for mortality
disposal. The major integrator, Tyson Foods, Inc., was insisting that all Tyson growers
in the Wilkesboro complex eliminate the use of "dead holes" or on-farm burial as a
means of disposing of poultry mortalities. This recognition by the integrator of the
potential for ground water contamination from dead holes is becoming more and more
common place. So the decision was made to design and build a NRCS-approved
concrete version of the forced aeration technology specifically for the composting of
poultry mortalities.
And building a concrete version of the portable mortality bins was also the next
logical step in the construction process because mortality composting required several
small bins be built as opposed to fewer but much larger bins for litter composting.
Design issues could be addressed and resolved on a much smaller scale with the
mortality bins, and then the evolved design features incorporated into the much larger
litter composting bins. The Forced Aeration Composting Bin System, or FACBS, for
mortality composting has already received NRCS EQlP Cost-Share approval for North
Carolina.
The two poultry growers who hosted and facilitated this demonstration project
are still using the 40 yd3 roll-off containers to compost a portion of their litter. They are
convinced that the forced aeration technology can safely and economically help them
convert both their mortalities and their litter into marketable soil amendment products.
Although the immediate need for the industry in general and Wilkes County specifically
was for an NRCS-approved mortality composting system, both growers have
expressed the need to build an FACBS that is specifically designed and NRCSapproved for litter composting.
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two sponsored field days- held in the spring to demonstrate new
technologies.

During two field days in April and May of 2003, both the portable and concrete
versions of the forced aeration systems were demonstrated to NRCS personnel,
integrators, and poultry growers from around the state. Several growers who came to
the field days expressed considerable interest in purchasing the unique forced
aeration system and visiting NRCS personnel from other counties were convinced the
technology was applicable to their own animal residual management problems.
Although designing and building the concrete bins was beyond the initial scope of this
demonstration project, it was the performance of the portable bins that made this
additional development possible.
Tyson Foods, Inc. has given written individual approval for both mortality and
litter compost to leave the farm (Exhibit # 1) based on the 0% of Fecal Coliform found
in mortality compost samples sent to A&L Great Lakes Laboratories, Inc. (Exhibit # 25). This approval translates into a potential 100% waste removal outside of the
saturated sensitive Wilkes County watersheds of the material now being land applied.
All of the compost generated during the course of this demonstration project
has, however, been used in the Wilkes County area by farmers, home owners and
landscapers for evaluation and market awareness purposes. Sales of the finished
mortality compost and litter compost have already begun with growers receiving $8.00
to $10.00 per yd3 while supplies last. See Exhibit # 6 for a detailed compost analysis
of the finished compost.

Project Objectives
The principal questions answered in this demonstration project were:

I ) Can the Portable Aerated Compost Bin Systems produce a marketable
compost product out of a) poultry litter and b) poultry mortalities?
Yes. The testing and evaluation was focused on the composted mortality
materials, since these materials would obviously be more difficult to convert into
a marketable product than the composted litterlsawdust material only. After one
month of aggressive forced aeration composting and two months of curing and
storage, mortality compost samples were sent to A&L Great Lakes Laboratories
for extensive analytical testing. The complete results clearly show the promise
of the mortality compost to be marketable as a soil amendment. Both growers
and NRCS personnel are excited about the possibilities that exist now that both
the litter and mortality compost produced using forced aeration are of a
marketable quality. (Exhibit # 6A, 6B)

2) Do the PACBS units reach a minimum pathogen destruction temperature of
140°F at all places in the bins (including adjacent to the sidewalls), and can they
hold those temperatures for five (5) consecutive days?
Yes. Temperature data from both growers have far exceeded both state and
federal requirements for temperature level (140°F) and duration (10 consecutive
days). Initial temperature data suggested a 10-15°F heat loss at the side walls
where there was no insulation. But with the latest concrete bin temperature
data, 21 days above 150°F, and medium recipe, that heat loss would not
prevent pathogen reduction six inches away from the sidewalls, which has
become the standard operating procedure for both metal and concrete bins.
(Exhibit # 2-5)
3) Can this be a cost-effective solution to manure and mortality management for
poultry growers in North Carolina (and elsewhere)?

Yes. Forced aeration, whether applied to a steel container, or to a concrete
structure,
has
exceptional
temperature
performance
for
the
destructionlreduction of harmful pathogens. This demonstration proved that
forced aeration works. But can it be cost-effectively applied throughout the
state? Yes. Early in the testing and evaluation of the portable bins, cost
became a concern, which is why we choose to pursue concrete.
The Portable System has some unique advantages, i.e. transportability, rapid
deployment, flexible installation, etc. And this ease of deployment has real
potential for solving emergency catastrophic mortality problems that are disease
or weather related. But when federal and state cost share dollars are available,
a concrete structure definitely offers the best long-term solution. Without costshare assistance, either system can offer a cost-effective on farm solution to
mortality and litter composting. The greatest challenge to MOM in the future is
to improve the economics for both forced aeration composting systems. (See
page 22 for a detailed economic feasibility analysis.)

History of Mountain Organic Materials, LLC
Started in 1998, Mountain Organic Materials, LLC (MOM) was created to
handle the wood waste stream generated by WNC Pallet and Forest Products, Inc.
Converting the bark material to premium mulch and opening a retail sales operation
took place in the first six months. Then in the fall of 1998, MOM began composting
dairy manure and sawdust at the Crowell Dairy Farm in Asheville, NC.
The first batch of material was mixed with a front-end loader and windrowed for
four months until it was stable enough to be sold. Because of space limitations on the
farm, MOM began experimenting with forced aeration bin technology as the most
suitable approach to handle the more than 700 cubic yards of manure generated
monthly by the dairy. Each incremental expansion incorporated design changes
targeted at resolving problems associated with either the construction or the operation
of the previous expansion.
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Mountain organic Materials' aairy composting operatron In Asnewlle, N.C. wnere
they first applied forced aeration technology and evaluated various designs.

This ever evolving system of permanent concrete aeration bins eventually
converted all of the manure generated by the 675-head dairy into stable but uncured
compost, which was then cured, screened and sold through MOM'S retail sales center.
The Crowell facility allowed MOM to implement several generations of bin designs,
evaluate their performance, and understand the challenges associated with operating
a full scale composting facility day to day. Many of the MOM design features included
in both the portable and concrete versions came from first-hand experience and
knowledge gained at the Crowell Composting Facility, all of which prepared MOM for
the challenges associated with this project.

FPPC, Growers, and NRCS
Farm Pilot Project Coordination, Inc. or FPPC, a non-profit organization, was
designated by Congress (Public Law 107-76) to assist in implementing innovative
treatment technologies to address the growing waste issues associated with animal
feeding operations (AFO). The objective of the FPPC is to foster the conservation,
development and wise use of land, water, and related resources, while providing AFOs
with opportunities for profitable operation.
FPPC's specific mandate is to oversee the implementation and administration
of a Pilot Project Program to demonstrate economically viable innovative treatment
technology systems that reduce the nutrient content of wastewater from AFOs by 75
percent or greater.
Funding for approved Pilot Projects comes from funds
appropriated by Congress and overseen by the Natural Resource and Conservation
Service (NRCS), a division of the United States Department of Agriculture.
This project was specifically funded by the FPPC for the evaluation of the
portable forced aeration technology. They have also been instrumental in the
development of subsequent versions of that technology for animal agriculture by
providing the original funding. Clearly, without their investment, this project would not
have happened.

The Growers
Two poultry broiler growers in Wilkes County NC, Randy Johnson and David
Parsons, were identified to participate in this technology evaluation. They were chosen
because of their willingness to work with new technologies, their ability to evaluate and
critique these PACBS units from the grower's perspective, and their immediate need
for an approved mortality and litter composting system.
Both growers are contractors to Tyson Foods, Inc. in Wilkesboro, NC. Their
participation and contribution to this project has exceeded everyone's expectations,
from their level of commitment to their visionary leadership to their environmental
stewardship. Without their contributions, this project never would have produced the
extraordinary results included in this report.

The National Resource Conservation Service (NRCS)
The Natural Resource Conservation Service, (NRCS), specifically Ronnie
Howard, District Conservationist and Thomas Cutts, Senior Engineer for USDA-NRCS
deserve much of the credit for facilitating the approval of this system for cost-share.
Ronnie Howard and his colleagues also orchestrated the field day events, critiqued the
design objectives, obtained the necessary state cost-share dollars for the concrete
bins, consulted on the actual design, and contributed enormously to the overall
success of this demonstration project. Tommie Cutts' direction and involvement were
paramount in getting forced aeration approved for NRCS-EQIP cost share for 2003.
Their years of experience and wisdom and their commitment to providing
exceptional service and direction to the farmers of North Carolina allowed MOM the
opportunity to accomplish so much in so little time. Both men proved that great things
can be accomplished when public and private sector work together.

Demonstration of the PACBS units
To facilitate this technology demonstration, Mountain Organic Materials
designed, engineered and contracted the manufacturing of two sets of Portable
Forced-Aeration Composting Bin Systems, referred to as PACBS units. Each of the
PACBS units was based on modifications of the industry-standard 10 cubic yard (CY)
and 40 CY roll-off dumpsters. Each set was originally planned to evaluate different
design parameters, with the end result being a PACBS design that would be a costeffective waste management system for poultry growers. (See Exhibit # 7-10)
The concept was to take the basic MOM forced aeration design used in
composting dairy manure and then downsize and re-engineer it to work on a standard
dumpster platform. Several modifications and additions had to be made to facilitate
this application of the technology and are noted below:
1. Modify the floor to accept aeration tubes, and add the tubes so that they can
withstand loading and unloading via tractor or skid steer loader.
2. Add an aeration manifold on the rear of the container while maintaining access
for a roll-off cable hooking system.
3. Re-design the door latch system to accommodate potential forces of a high
moisture content material.
4. Add a leachate seal to prevent leaking of leachate during composting.
5. Insulate the walls and door to prevent excess heat lose through the side walls.
6. Add a metal exterior skin to protect the insulation material.
7. Add rear shelving to accommodate the aeration blower and to provide a
working platform for taking daily temperature data.
8. Coat the container with an epoxy based material to prevent rust and corrosion.
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of the aeration tubes. Note the aeration holes in the top of the tubes.
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All exterior surfaces, including the front door of each container was primed and
then insulated before the final metal skin was applied.

One set of two ten cubic yard units were produced first. This prototype process
allowed manufacturing issues to be addressed and costs revised. Having the first unit
built and tested in the field before construction started on the other three units allowed
for several design concerns to be modified. The following changes to the remaining
PACBS units were as follows:
Install insulation and attach a sheet-metal cover to all remaining units, due
to the noticeable heat-loss through the sidewalls.
Replace the steel tubing with stainless steel tubing due to the noticeable
corrosion on the inside of the steel tubes.
Find an alternative to the corrosion resistant material used to coat the
containers due to poor performance in the field.
Once these changes were made to the design, the other units were ready for
construction to begin. Our appreciation goes to the personnel at Baker's Waste
Equipment, Inc. in Morganton, NC for there contribution not only to the construction
but also to the design and the expedient manufacturing of these units.

Permitting
Permitting of composting facilities in North Carolina is divided among three
different state agencies. Composting of animal manures is generally regulated by the
Division of Water Quality in DENR, but only as part of an approved Animal Waste
Management Plan. Composting of poultry mortalities is regulated by the State
Veterinarian's office in the NC Dept. of Agriculture. The Division of Waste
Management (DWM) in NCDENR regulates solid waste composting. DWM also has a
Solid Waste Composting Demonstration Permit procedure, and they have indicated
that this will be acceptable for this project'.
Mountain Organic Materials requested a demonstration permit for composting the
poultry mortalities in the twin 10-CY PACBS units and for composting the litterlsawdust
mix in the 40-CY PACBS units from the Division of Waste Management. One permit
for each grower was obtained. (EXHIBIT # 11, 12) This permit approval will last
twelve (12) months.

Site Preparations and Installation
Mortality composting regulations from the Office of the State Veterinarian
require that composting systems be located on concrete pads. No similar requirement
exists in DWQ for manure composting. Division of Waste Management requires a
hardened surface for composting if the depth to the seasonal high groundwater table is
less than 2 feet, which was not a problem at either farm. Both farms used a six-inch
base of gravel to support the units during this demonstration.
Originally, the earthwork was to be limited to general grading and graveling.
The portable bins were placed onto a pad of gravel and required very little
maintenance during the course of the demonstration. If this were to be a permanent
installation, which included a leachate control system, additional burial of the leachate
tank and pump would have to been considered.
Each PACBS was shipped from Bakers Manufacturing complete and ready to
install. The Twin 10-CY mortality composting bins were connected in the field via a 1112" PVC hose custom fitted after the units were delivered to the site. Because of the
variety of placement configurations, this connection was best done in the field.
All four of the PACBS units required single phase, 220 Volt power to energize
the ring compressor. The ring compressor motors were not wired into the control
panel during the manufacturing process so this connection, as well as the actual
power hook-up, were completed in the field. A licensed electrician was used to handle
these connections. Setting the timing of the ring compressor was accomplished via a
simple timer and no special skills are required to make these adjustments, once
personnel were instructed during start-up. Both growers provided the electrical
connections.

Recipe Development

.

In order to develop the compost recipes, we took representative samples from
each farm and sent them to A&L Great Lakes Laboratories, Inc. 'for analysis. (See
Exhibit # 13-15). These tests revealed a C:N ratio of 8:l and 9.1, and elevated levels
of copper and zinc. Comparison to other litter test results for growers in Wilkesboro
revealed similar results. Based on those results, a mix of 3 parts sawdust and 1 part
litter was established as the optimum composting medium mix. The addition of 3 parts
sawdust was required to bring the C:N ratio up into the target range of 25-30:l.
One point of clarification: Tyson growers are not required to do a full-house
clean-out in which all of the bedding and litter is removed at some interval, and new
sawdust is placed on the floor. A technique of "crusting" is primarily used which
involves only removing the caked or crusted bedding material and litter, while allowing
the small particle bedding to drop back to the house floor. This technique significantly
reduces the amount of litter removed from the houses after each flock of birds.
Therefore if another practice is followed concerning litter clean-out, the recipes that we
have developed will have to be re-calculated.

Testing Procedures and Observations
The procedure for taking temperatures was implemented at the beginning of the
evaluation period. An abbreviated but equally effective testing procedure has been
implemented for day to day operations. Each bin whether portable or concrete is
divided into a grid of no less than nine and sometimes as many as twenty sections,
depending on the length of the container, in order to get a representative sample of the
temperatures within the composting bins. Each temperature is taken in the middle of
each section and the average for all sections is recorded as the average temperature
for that bin for that day. For example, in the smaller bins sixteen sections were
mapped out in each bin, four across the width, and four down the length of the
container. Then a temperature was taken from each section and recorded daily, along
with a calculated average temperature for the day.
The portals on each side of the container were also measured daily and
included in the sample to determine an average temperature. After several months of
testing, the portal readings were omitted due to the fact that they were always higher
than the temperature readings taken from the top of the bin, and since we were trying
to develop a standard proceed for taking temperatures that was both efficient and
accurate, omitting the side readings consistently lowered the average temperature for
the day by only a few degrees. Since we were well above the threshold for pathogen
reduction, the objective became simplicity over sample size.
Each grower also recorded the weather conditions for the day as well as the
amount of precipitation, both of which could theoretically affect the temperature
performance of the bins. Ambient temperatures had little effect on bin readings since
all four steel containers were insulated on all four sides. Precipitation of less than an
inch had no noticeable effect, whereas greater amounts of precipitation were observed
to reduce bin temperatures significantly, especially at the very beginning or the end of
the composting cycle. The larger and taller 40 yd3 container was less impacted by
both ambient temperature and precipitation than the smaller and shorter 10 yd3 units.

Mortality Cornposting Test Conditions, Results, and Observations
Randy Johnson Farm
Test #I

-

Twin Ten Units at Johnson's Farm.

When the first twin ten units were delivered to Randy Johnson, the grower had
just sold birds, and was in the process of caking out or crusting the houses. This
meant that there were no mortalities to start composting. In order to test the bins, we
choose to use some of the second stage and third stage material from their old
wooden-style composter. We also wanted to determine if straight chicken litter could
be used on the floor of the container. After applying a four inch layer of litter, 5 CY of
second stage mortalities and 5 CY of third stage mortalities were brought and literally
dumped into the container from the side. This was obviously a worst case scenario to
determine if the aerated containers could generate enough biological activity in
material that was already four plus months old. Water was added to the bin as the
mixture of birds and litter mix was added. The aeration was turned on for thirty minutes
and off for thirty minutes. As expected the composting process was re-started by
adding air, but because the material was already dried and hard, the process didn't
last very long. In retrospect, the aeration duration may have had a cooling effect on
the temperatures beyond those noticed during the removal of the material. The
unimpressive results are listed below.
As you can see the
temperatures never reached the
140°F threshold that we were
targeting.
Observations made
during the removal of the semicomposted material revealed
several possible explanations for
this lack of performance.
1. The birds had been heated and
dried out in the wooden
composter for too long.
2. The straight litter on the floor
was pressed into the aeration
holes.
3. The CarbonINitrogen Ratio was
too low.

Test # 2

Twin 10 PACES Test #I

1 +Temp +NCDA Req. +-EPA 503 1

Test #I, Twin Tens, Johnson's Farm

Twin Ten Units at Johnson's Farm.

The first test basically proved to both the growers and myself that in order to compost,
the basic rules for composting still needed to be followed, like maintaining porosity,
providing sufficient moisture content, testing and manipulating the overall CIN Ratio of
the mix, etc. So before emptying the first twin ten unit that was filled with 2" and 3rd
stage mortalities, we decided to run a simple test mix of 4 CY of broiler litter and 6 CY
of fresh sawdust through the other twin ten just to prove the bins could indeed
~nmnnct
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bobcat loader were used to mix the materials on the ground. Water was added to the
mix as it was placed into the 10- CY PACBS. The fan was turned on for 30 minutes
and off for thirty minutes to assure adequate air was forced up through the very wet
material. After two days of declining temperatures, the fans were cut back to 10
minutes on, 50 minutes off, just in case the fans were actually cooling the material off.
This reduction in timed aeration had a very positive impact on temperature as noted in
the following graph:
Reducing the aeration eliminated
the cooling effect on the material
and produced the result of ten
days above 140 degrees, our
original target for the process. But
we were still concerned with the
initial
start-up
temperature
performance. And the condition of
the material coming out of the
container was not completely
composted. This material was
moved into the dry stack structure
for further composting and curing.

Twin 10 PACBS Test #2

Test #2, Twin Tens, Johnson's Farm

Twin Ten Units at Johnson's Farm.

Test #3

This test was the first real attempt to compost fresh mortalities. We still wanted
to determine if a less than optimum CIN Ratio mix would work in the bins, after we
adjusted the procedure to eliminate compaction, and added water to each lift to
improve the moisture content. The estimated CIN Ratio was about 20:1 when mixing
5CY of sawdust with 2.5CY of litter.
The layering procedure was also changed. Litter was replaced with sawdust as
the base layer of the container, about 3 from front to back. Then each day of mortality
was terraced up the back wall of the container, until four or five layers were built one
on top of the other. Once the terrace was tall enough to allow filling from outside the
container, a new terrace was started directly in front of the previous one. This
terracing continued from back to front, so that the grower never had to walk on top of
the mortalities as he was filling the container. The following test results demonstrate
the impact of modifying the procedures as well as the C:N ratio.
Filling the 10 CY PACBS unit took nearly a month and contained nearly 3,700
Ibs of mortalities when filled. The aeration was left at 30 minutes on and 30 minutes
off for the first couple of days, and the temperatures again reflected too much air flow.
The ring compressor blower was obviously producing more than enough air flow, and
as the duration of each aeration cycle was reduced, temperatures predictable went up,
confirming the cooling effect of the blower. A lower voltage, (from 220volts to
1lOvolts) and a lower horsepower, (from 2.5HP to 1.OHP) blower might perform just as
well, assuming we could find one that could produce enough pressure, (minimum 80100 inches H20) and still maintain adequate airflow (from 65scfm 8 8 0 to 12scfm Q
1 2 0 of water). The blower supplier was contacted and requested to start searching
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Twin 10 PACBS Test #3

Test #3, Twin Tens, Johnson's Farm

Test # 4

Twin Ten Units at Johnson's Farm.

After filling the primary bin in Test # 3, the grower was scheduled to sell all 160,000
birds the following day, which meant the "catchers" would be leaving several hundred
6-lbs birds on top of the morning's mortalities. This bin was filled with the last of the
mortalities and those left by the "catchers" and capped off. The fan was already
supplying air to the primary bin, and opening the manifold valve allowed air to start
filling the secondary bin. Although not completely filled, the bin still contained nearly
3,000 Ibs of mortalities when capped off. The fan was not adjusted to compensate for
the additional volume of air required until the fourth day of composting. The graph
below reflects the first few days with too little airflow to the second bin.
Twin 10 PACBS Test #4

Test #4, Twin Tens, Johnson's Farm
On February 2, this bin was emptied prematurely because the grower needed a
place to start putting his fresh mortalities from the next flock of birds. Although the
large birds had only been actively composting for 10 days, they were surprising well

decomposed. These larger birds had also generated nearly five gallons of leachate per
day, starting on day two. The leachate tubes were clearly draining to the lowest point,
which was where we had placed a five gallon bucket for collection. This leachate was
taken daily and poured onto the mix of litter and sawdust that would be used to cover
the fresh mortalities, once the next flock of birds was delivered to the farm. This
observation and daily transfer of the leachate pointed out the need for a better system
of leachate control.
Watching the tractor with four wheel drive get in and out of the bins pointed out
a short coming of the portable bins, and that was ease of entrance and exit. Although
manageable, this factor would have to be addressed if the portable units were to see
wide spread use.
Test # 5, # 6

Twin Ten Units at Johnson's Farm.

These two tests proved that with the right recipe and by following the right
procedures, forced aeration could successfully compost poultry mortalities better and
faster than the old wooden style composter. It was at this point that both the growers
and NRCS personnel involved with this project began suggesting that MOM explore
the possibility of constructing a concrete version of the portable bins.
Randy Johnson and his farm manager- Scottie Clontz were also beginning to
show their understanding of the process. They were now comfortable adjusting fan
timing, and adding or not adding water as they deemed necessary. They were
opening valves during the filling of the bins to introduce air into the partially filled bin so
that composting could begin even before the bin was full. They were taking all the
temperature readings and seemed to be extremely pleased when they recorded
temperatures in the 160°F range for nine days in a row. Even though these higher
temperatures were not necessary for optimum composting or the destruction of
harmful pathogens, they did demonstrate the system's capabilities to produce an
optimum environment for composting. See Exhibits #16 - 21 for complete results.
I

Twin 10 PACES Test # 5

Test #5, Twin Tens, Johnson's Farm

I

I

Twin 10 PACES Test # 6

Test #6, Twin Tens, Johnson's Farm

Mortality Cornposting Test Conditions, Results, and ObservationsDavid Parson's Farm
David Parson a one-man operation who is grateful for assistance from his wife
and father, but who nevertheless is solely responsible for the birds that he grows. His
approach to the management of mortality and litter has to be simple and quick.
Therefore the amount of testing and documentation for David Parson's was initially
limited to learning how the system worked, and getting his input as to ways to
streamline the process. The first two batches of mortalities tested in his Twin Ten
PACBS units were simply to see if he could duplicate the kind of performance
recorded at Randy Johnson's. The experience and procedures developed at Randy's
were transferred to David's operation as soon as they were proven. His first two
batches of mortalities resembled the first two batches of materials at Randy Johnson's.
His third filling of the bins started out fine, but on the fifth and sixth days of composting,
they were hit with over three inches of rain and snow each day. This experience
pointed out the necessity for a long-term solution to be one with a covered structure.
Several attempts to run the fans and dry the material out were unsuccessful.
Eventually the bins were emptied and the material moved to his dry stack for additional
composting and storage. The graph below reflects the effect of uncontrolled moisture
on the forced aeration process.

Twin 10 PACBS ParsonsTest # 3
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Test #3, Twin Tens, Parson's Farm
These two tests were closely documented and reflected the procedures
established at the Johnson farm. Mortalities were stacked or terraced from the back to
the front, and sawdust was used a base layer over the pipes. The only exception here
was the use of tree trimmings as the source of carbon and the added porosity that they
would provide. The carbon from the sawdust has a greater surface area exposed and
will theoretically breakdown faster than a wood chip or tree trimming chip. The faster
the wood can be broken down the faster the compost will reach stability and maturity,
conditions where microbial activity decreases and nutrients become available for use
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But David had a ready supply of the tree trimmings so we agreed to try it. MOM
brought a feed mixer from their Asheville operation to assist in blending and mixing the
wood trimmings material before filling the bins. Because the trimmings are larger
particles, and usually a mixture of green and dead material, mixing with the litter and
getting the moisture content as wet as possible without being too wet becomes very
critical. The feed mixer became a critical component to making that operation work
smoothly. The second critical element to point out was the reduced amount of airflow
required due to the increase porosity of the tree trimmings mix. The results of
covering the mortalities with the trimmings mixture is demonstrated in the following
graph:
I

Twin 10 PACBS ParsonsTest # 5

I

Days of Composting

I

Test #5, Twin Tens, Parson's Farm

As you can see, once we noticed the increased porosity, and reduced the aeration
cycle-time, the results were impressive. The woodchips allowed him to reduce his
electrical usage and his dependency on expensive sawdust. The downside is the
quality of the finished product and the length of time required for the composted
material to finish curing, and reach stability and maturity. See Exhibits # 22 - 25 for
detailed results.

Litter Composting Test Results and ObservationsRandy Johnson's Farms
Only one litter composting test was conducted at Randy Johnson's farm, before
the operation was converted to 110 volts. A 2 to 1 mix of sawdust and litter was used
instead of the more expensive but calculated 3 to 1 mix to determine if a favorable
product could be produced at the lower CIN ratio. The temperature performance was
acceptable but not exceptional. The lower CIN ratio also increased the amount of
ammonia smell generated and reduced the porosity. Lower temperatures were the
result as shown below.

40-CY PACBS Randy Johnson's Test # 1

Days of Composting

Litter Composting Test #1,40 YD3, Johnson's Farm
A 3:1 mix of sawdust to litter is being processed now at Randy Johnson's with
the new 110 volt ring compressor with much better temperature performance. The
compost produced at the Randy Johnson Farm has been utilized by the farm in the
family's garden or by local landscapers for market awareness and evaluation as a soil
amendment. Most of the litter generated by the farm now is being stored in a NRCS
cost-shared dry stack until a local high volume corn producer needs it for land
application. See Exhibit # 26 for complete temperature results.

Litter Composting Test Results and ObservationsDavid Parson's Farms
Two batches of litter compost have been produced by David Parsons with a 1:1:1 mix
of tree trimming: sawdust: litter. With the assistance of the feed mixer, this blend has
produced exceptional performance as reflected in the representative graph below.

40-CY PACBS David Parson's Test # 1

I

Days of Composting

Litter Composting Test #1,40 YD3, Parson's Farm

This part of the demonstration project went extremely well because both
growers were much more comfortable manipulating the process by the time they
began composting their litter in the 40 CY PACBS units. See Exhibit # 27 - 28 for
detailed temperature results. The same design limitations existed in the larger units
that were noted in the smaller twin ten units, namely:
Cost
Lack of Ease in Entry and Exit during unloading.
Exposure to too much rain.
Leachate Control
Perceived Durability of the Steel Container
Preliminary designing and potential funding have begun for a concrete version
of the 40 CY litter composting containers. NRCS personnel, the growers involved in
this demonstration project and MOM are working together to complete the design and
secure the funding for a permanent concrete litter composting system.

Forced Aeration Cornposting Bin System (FACBS)
The driving force behind exploring a permanent concrete platform instead of the
now proven portable steel platform was two fold. First and foremost, NRCS has
reservations about cost-sharing on a portable unit. They are much more comfortable
cost sharing on a permanent, concrete structure, built similar to the approved litter and
manure dry stack structures. Secondly, concrete offers additional benefits:
Maximum Durability of the entire structure.
Corrosion Resistance of both the concrete and the PVC piping.
Design Flexibility of the Doors.
Standard Application of NRCS-approved concrete and roof designs.
Ability to design in a leachate control system.
Ease of Entrance and Exit during unloading.
Funding was already approved for Randy Johnson to construct a wooden static
pile composter for his 160,000 bird operation. A revision to that contract and the
addition of North Carolina cost share dollars for a "Best Management Practice", or
BMP, demonstration project was secured by Ronnie Howard, the NRCS District
Conservationist for Wilkes County.
The concrete version of the portable units would incorporate the same aeration
technology as the PACBS units while addressing the portable units' design limitations.
Several other design issues where addressed as well:
Develop a split door design to facilitate partial opening of the bin for manual
access and controlled removal of the composted mortalities.
Slope the bins from front to back to contain all of the leachate generated during
the composting process and provide a mechanical means of extracting the
leachate from a fixed underground storage tank for re-use during the next cycle
of composting.
Incorporate the aeration tubing into the concrete floor via MOM'S proprietary
trench design.
Locate and utilize a single phase Ilovolt ring compressor for compatibility to
existing farm electrical supply.
Provide a concrete working pad in front of the bins to facilitate material handling
activities during incumbent weather conditions.
Cover the concrete structure with a sturdy wooden roof structure built on proven
NRCS design parameters.
Design the bins to facilitate incremental expansion based on farm size.
Provide a simple "Standard Operating Procedure1'and on-farm training.
The forced aeration demonstration project took on a new dimension as testing
of the portable system continued. Several months of critiquing the portable units by
MOM, the growers, and NRCS resulted in a design that not only improved overall
operation of the system but reduced to cost of construction as well.

A

The final NRCS Approved Forced Aeration Cornposting ~ k S y s t e f i b u i E o n
the
Randy Johnson ~ a r r nin Wilkesboro, NC.
The recently completed "Concrete Version" of the portable steel containers has
proven its ability to perform as well as its predecessor. One issue of concern initially
was the lack of insulating capability of concrete, but those concerns never
materialized, as demonstrated in the temperature performance noted below.
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FACBS Test #I
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These results have been replicated with additional batches of material using the
concrete bins. Additional results are included in Exhibits # 29-31.
Initial evaluation of the overall performance of the FACBS is extremely positive.
Having received NRCS-EQIP cost share approval, the FACBS units will offer a longterm solution to animal agriculture for the environmental management of mortalities.

Economic Feasibility withlwithout Federal Cost Share Assistance
The following comparison of the Capital investment and Operating Expense for
a FACBS and an incinerator for a 160,000 bird farm similar to Randy Johnson will
demonstrate the economic advantage to this system. The analysis also includes the
scenario where neither system gets cost-share assistance, in italics, to show that a
Forced Aeration Composting Bin System is feasible with or without cost-share. One
last note; a 10 year window was used for comparison purposes. However, the FACBS
concrete bin system was designed for a minimum useful life of no less than 15 years.
Description of Attributes

FACBS-6 Bins

INCINERATOR

Total Capital Investment:

$32,000.00

$8,000.00

$4,182.00
$1,??5.00

$1, I 15.00
$278.75

Annualized Capital Costs:
Without cost-share 7%, 10 yrs
With cost-share - 7%, 10 yrs

-

Annual Operating Costs:
Sawdust and Electricity
Propane Gas @ $I.OO/gallon
75lbs/hour, 5.76gallons/hour
Labor-112hrlday @ $20.00/hour
Maintenance & Repairs

$1,600.00
$9,217.00
$3,650.00
$200.00

$200.00

Annual Operating Costs:
Annual Operating Costs incl. Capital:
Without cost-share assistance:
With cost-share assistance:

$5,450.00

$9,417.00

$9,362.00
$6,665.00

$10,532.00
$9,695.75

Total Annual Ibs o f mortality processed:

120,0001bs

Annualized costs per 1,000 Ibs o f mortalities:
Without cost-share assistance:
With cost-share assistance:

$80.27
$55.54

120,0001bs

$87.77
$76.96

Potential Compost sales Revenue:
25yd3/month x $10.00/yd3 x 12mos

$3,000.00

Revised Annual Operating Costs:

$2,450.00

$9,417.00

Revised Annual Operating Costs incl. Cap.
Without cost-share assistance:
With cost-share assistance:

$6,332.00
$3,665.00

$10,532.00
$9,234.75

Revised Annualized costs per 1,000 Ibs o f mortalities:
Without cost-share assistance:
$55.27
$30.54
With cost-share assistance:

$87.77
$76.96

See Detailed Analysis i n Appendix

- Exhibit 33-34

Additional Applications of Forced Aeration Cornposting
Other Animal Residuals Composting
The environmental issues and concerns associated with managing mortalities
and manure in the poultry industry are not significantly different from those associated
with managing animal residuals in any animal agriculture industry. The same
performance demonstrated with poultry.broiler mortalities and litter, should be realized
in the composting of other animal residuals, with the most likely caveat that as the size
of the mortality increases, so shall the amount of time required to compost it increase.
Mountain Organic Materials will continue to demonstrate the benefits of using
forced aeration in other segments of the animal agricultural industry, progressing to
turkeys and pigs in the near future. As additional permanent structures are built and
new more economical designs which incorporate forced aeration are tested, the
economic feasibility of choosing forced aeration will surely improve. And as gas prices
increase, and regulatory changes take place, composting of mortalities and manure
will become more common place.

Crisis Management of Mortalities
In a recent meeting, North Carolina's Assistant State Veterinarian, Dr. Tom
McGinn and his team of Emergency Programs personnel, the concept of applying
forced aeration to any 40 yard roll-off dumpster brought in to contain the mortalities of
a major animal depopulation or disaster was discussed. Based on the results of the
project in Wilkesboro, MOM was invited to participate in a round table discussion of
how best to handle mortality management in situations where large numbers of
animals, not necessarily poultry, were either killed due to weather or disease, or were
going to be destroyed due to infection of a highly contagious disease. Since proving
that forced aeration accelerated the decomposition of poultry, the question was
presented of whether or not that same acceleration could be expected for composting
other animals. Several scenarios were explored including one in which a retrofitting of
forty yard containers on the actual disaster site with a one time use aeration floor. A
letter explaining in more detail the proposed solution is included in the appendices for
review (see Exhibit 32). Suffice it to note here that such a scenario was made
possible by the findings and experience gained in Wilkesboro.

Wake County Horse Farm Manure Cornposting Pilot Project
After attending the second field day in Wilkesboro NC, the NRCS
conservationist for Wake County contacted MOM to discuss the possibility of
designing and building a FACBS for one large horse farm and riding stable in the
Wake County Area. Initial manure samples taken and tested revealed a C/N Ratio of
nearly 30:l for the horse manure alone. This near perfect composting material would
require no mixing and very little manipulation prior to composting.
Preliminary drawings for a four bin FACBS has been approved by NRCS and is
awaiting the owner's approval and permitting to begin construction. All as a direct
result of the demonstration project in Wilkesboro.

Project Milestones, Budget, Schedule
Project Milestone Description:

Budget Estimate:

Date Completed

Engineering and Design
Construction Drawings
Additional Design work

Nov. 30,2002

Permitting
Permits acquisition and filing

Jan. 15,2003

Equipment Procurement
2-Twin 10 yd3 PACBS units
2-40 yd3 PACBS units,

Jan. 15,2003

Earthwork, Gravel, Stone
Gravel foundation of sites as needed

Dec. 30,2002

Electrical Work
Electrical connections

Jan. 15,2002

Commissioning
Delivery of units to respective sites

Jan. 15,2002

Testing
Litter and Compost Testing

Jan. 30,2003

Operation and Maintenance
On-site Training and Education

May 1,2003

Evaluation
Travel and Lodging
Final Report and Field Day Events

June I,
2003

Total Budget:

Conclusions and Observations
Evaluating the success of this project based on the three criteria set out at the
beginning is relatively easy. Both the 10-yard and the 40-yard portable bins, and the
concrete bins proved conclusively that adding forced aeration to the composting of
poultry residuals, mortalities andlor litter, significantly improves the biological activity
as reflected in the outstanding temperature performance demonstrated during this
course of this project. But the broad composting community already knew that, which
is why they've utilized forced aeration technology for so many years now. Second,
pathogen destruction is a simple function of time and temperature. It is therefore
understandable that if using forced aeration generates relatively high temperatures
during the 14 to 28 days of composting the residuals, which was documented, then
one should expect to see relatively low levels of pathogens in the finished compost,
which was documented.
Biosecurity issues associated with all animal agriculture must be addressed if
animal residuals, and the nutrients they contain, are to be moved off farm. Higher
temperatures for longer periods of time, which produce lower pathogens in the finished
compost, are two of the fundamental advantages of forced aeration over other forms of
composting. Handling animal residuals by composting them in forced aerated bins,
whether manufactured of steel, concrete, or some other material, addresses some of
the broad spectrum of biosecurity concerns because of the outstanding pathogen
destruction capabilities of the process as proven during this project.
Having accomplished pathogen reduction, the grower can now explore finding
markets for the finished compost, a process already begun by both growers with
promising results so far. The overall objective of this project was to remove 75% of
the waste material off the farm but with the promising results of composting both the
mortalities and the litter, a full 10O0/0 of the waste composted using the forced aeration
technology can potentially be transported off the farm for use as a high quality
compost or soil amendment. Using different sources of carbon, from sawdust to
woodchips, will produce a different end product, and may dictate the amount of
revenue that can be generated by selling the finished compost. Evaluating the
costlrevenue relationship should help the grower decide if the cost-savings in using
woodchips can be realized in the value of the finished product.
An economic feasibility analysis of the NRCS approved forced aerated bins
compared to the traditional incinerator revealed considerable cost savings for the
concrete bins over their useful life. The unfortunate funding reality is that NRCS will
only be able to assist less than 20% of the animal agriculture community with their
animal residual concerns over the next five years. That leaves 80% of animal
agriculture producers to find solutions to their residuals issues without the financial
assistance of NRCS-EQIP funding. That percentage of the industry holds the greatest
potential and also the greatest challenge to MOM in the future.
The success of this project is due in large part to the following: original funding
provided by the FPPC; the cooperation and enormous unwritten contributions of
Randy Johnson, Scott Clontz, and David Parson; Tyson Foods Inc.; the Natural
Resource Conservation Service, specifically Ronnie Howard and Tommy Cutts; the
Wikes County Soil and Water District personnel; Rick Raines of Baker Waste
Equipment, and Bill Howell Concrete Construction. Our sincere appreciation to each
one of them for their support, patience, encouragement and perseverance is gratefully
acknowledged.
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1. TYSON RELEASE OF COMPOST LETTER .WILKESBORO

August 6,2003

David Parsons
529 South Oak Grove Ext.
Millers Creek, NC 28651
From:

Sam Whittington

This is To Whom It May Concern

There is not a issue with Tyson Foods, Inc. under normal day to
day operations for David Parsons to dispose of his compost material
leaving his farm location.
If I can be of further assistance, please call me @ 336-838-6333.

'Tyson Foods, Inc. Live Production 1600 US Hwy 421 West Wilkesboro, NC 28697-0088
336-838-6333 Fax: 336-838-7461 www.tyson.com
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39.92
-

Dry Matter

%

60.08

Total
Nitro~n
(N)
..---.Phosphorus (P)
Phosphate
(P205)
.".-

-

%

-- --

*
-

%
w

""W.

--.-

-

%

-

m-

Potassium
--(K)
Potash
(K20)
------------..

--

-.

-m--

Magnesium (Mg)
Calcium
.- -- LCa)
.--.----,,-.
Arsenic
--

Cadmium - --------Copper
-

-

Mercury
------.-Molybdenum
Nickel
______.
_---..
Lead
Selenium
- .- - - --- ..

.

.

---

,,"

-

- ---

-

-

-

3.41

.-

0.69
2.80

0.41

milllgramskilogram
.---- -.- .- -.-milligrams/kilogram

milligrams/kilogram
---- - -- -- milligrams/kilogram

--

-

_ _ _ ---

- milligrams/kilogram

--*

5.14
-- - .0.71

- 544.3
e0.01

-

- - -

-----

~0.01
1.71
--10.30 ---

1.19

.--

-

-

.

-

-

3.1

+-._

TMECC -Test Methods for the Examination of Cornposting and Compost, The U.S. Cornposting Council.
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TMECC
- 04.05-MG
--- TMECC 04.05-CA

-----

-

2.85-17.15

r.l"l

5.2- 0.85 -.

,

"- --

.

----. ---

A TMECC
--SW846-7061
--.--

--...".--

---

--

- - .-

0.51

-

1

TMECC 04.02-D
---- TMECC
.
.
.- - 04.03-A
-- TMECC 04.03-A-.
-TMECC
--- -04.04-A
TMECC 04.04-A
---

- -8.56
-- --

.-

327.0
-

-

2.84

.-

-----

1.68

-----

4.23

-

-

milli~rams/kilogram
- -- - - ?

-m+

2.05

.

--

1.84

%

milligramsncilogram
-- - - - - - milligramslkilogram -.-

-.--

1.11
1.71- - - -

%

- ..--

2.49

%
%
---

1.50
2.54

....
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TMECC
-- 03.09-A
-TMECC 03.09-A

-- .-

*

0711612003
08/04/2003

.- - - - - +

SW846-6010B TMECC
--- -SW846-6010B
TMECC
-SW846-7471A TMECC
- -- - --.

-.

SW846-6010B
--.- -- - - - -- ."--- --- SW846-6010B TMECC
SW846-6010B TMECC
SW846-7741A TMECC
--
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REPORT NO.

FO3197-6009
ACCOUNT NUMBER

61021

.

3505 Conestoga Drive

Fort Wayne, Indiana 46808-4413

Phone [260)483-4759

FAX [260]483-5274

1llIlIII1111111I11111II111111111111l1111IIIIIII11111

TO:

ATTN:

MOUNTAIN ORGANIC MATERIALS LLC
1544 SMOKY PARK HWY
PO BOX 2440
CANDLER, NC 28715-2440

FOR:

WILKESOBRO

KEITH WARREN

COMPOST ANALYSIS REPORTDATE RECEIVED:
SAMPLE ID:

Zinc
.----

- *

-- -.-.

pH
Soluble-Salt
-----

MORTALITY COMPOST

milligramslkilogram
-.-

- -.-

- - -Fecal ColiformIMPN

DATE REPORTED:

------

m
,
-

-

dSlm
-

-------

21-9.4
9.1
12.05
-

---

365.2

---

-%

-

%

- --

Respiration - C02-Clg- TS
- -

Respiration - C02-Clg OM
-------Compost
. Stability Index
- -

.

Retained
-- ---on
--U.S. 2-inch Sieve
Retained-on U.S.
I-inch Sieve
.--- -

-

-

-

.- --

%

-

%
%

-

Retained on U.S.- 318-in
Retained
-.--- --on U.S. 114-inch
Retained on U.S. 5132-inch

-

0.00

.-

-

.-

1.59
--

%

a

-

-

%

--

--

-

-----

---

.-

TMECC - Test Methods for the Examination of Composting and Compost, The U.S. Cornposting Council.
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- -6.32
- -- - 5.30 ---7.22
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--TMECC 04.1 0-A .--- SM(20th)-9221E TMECC
,

TMECC 05.07-A ---- ---TMECC
- - ..- -05.05-B
-----TMECC 05.05-B
TMECC
- - .05.08-B
- TMECC 05.08-B --

---.

- .- -- - -Very
- - Stable - -

-

-

2
1

-

-

p
-

--

--

D A C ~ .

--SW846-6010B TMECC
-- -TMECC 04.1 1-A

--

-

--"--

-.

-----

0

---

mg C02-C Ig OMlDay

--

-"---
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-

%
-mg- C02-C
.
Ig
-TSlDay
-- - - - - -

V l o--r
-Germination
----.

"---

-77.06

46.30

---

*

-------0

"---

MPN@dry

Organic------Matter by LO1 @ 550C
---Germination - Emergence
- -

Retained
- on
-U.S.
---- 518-inch

"-

0711612003
08/04/2003

*

-

--

--

TMECC
- -- - - -05.08
-- TMECC 02.02-B
-- -- TMECC
- --02.02-B
- --

- --

---TMECC 02.02-B

-- -- - - --

-

-TMECC
- --..
02.02-B
-- - -

-- TMECC 02.02-B
TMECC
02.02-B
- -
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Fuji 2.5 HP 220 volt
Ring Compressor Fan

Model #402

- 40 yard capacity
- 220 volt electrical
- optional 110 volt available

Corrosion resistant lining
12" up interior wall
Interior floor surface to receive

Model #202

- 20 yard capacity
- 220 volt electrical

Temperature & Moisture
Measuring Portal 112" opening

Note: Shown without door
for visual purposes.

PATENT PENDING

DRAWING NOT TO SCALE

Mountain Organic Material (MOM)
Portable Aerated Cornposting Bin System
Model #402
- 40 yard capacity
- 220 volt electrical

- optional 110 volt available

DRAWING NOT TO SCALE

PATENT PENDING

CONFIDENTIAL

Mountain Organic Material
Portable Aerated Composting Bin System

Rubber Gasket
for watertight seal

I

Air Flow (Side View)
- 80 in. H20
Fan Capacity: Max. Pressure
Max. Airflow
- 154 SCFM
Min. Airflow
- 6OSCFM
Voltage
- 200-230
Amps:(max rated) - 12

PATENT PENDING
~ ~ w s-Rtr r
9

Mountain Organic Material
Portable Aerated Cornposting Bin System

PATENT PENDING

Fuji 2.5 HP 220 volt
Ring Compressor Fan
Optional: Fuji 1.O HP 110 volt
Ring Compressor Fan
for 10 - 20 yd. containers

3" PVC Sch. 80 Manifold System

1" PVC Sch. 80 Ball Valve
1" PVC Sch. 80 "Y"

e x 1.5" tall square tubing (14)

CONFIDENTIAL

Front View

sc

DRAWING
E X YNOT
~ T~o SCALE
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North Carolina
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Division of Waste Management

NCDENR

Michael F. Easley, Governor
William G. Ross Jr., Secretaty
Dexter R. Matthews, Director

January 28,2003

Mr. Randy Johnson
850 Mathis Mill Rd.
Roaring River, North Carolina 28669
Dear Mr. Johnson:
The Division of Waste Management, Solid Waste Section, has reviewed your request for
approval of a Solid Waste Pilot Composting Project. Approval of this activity is in accordance with the
N.C. Solid Waste Management Rules, 15A NCAC 13B .I409 and subject to the following conditions:
(1) The approval period is from receipt of this letter to February 1,2004. If an extension is needed it
must be requested by January 1,2004 with a justification for the extension.
(2) The project shall occur at the location inspected and approved on January 22,2003.
(3) Composting at this site shall be limited to the materials specified in the application submitted
through Mountain Organic Materials and dated December 2002.
(3) The site shall be prepared to control run-off and run-on. Best management practices shall be
utilized for this purpose. All run-off from the site and any leachate generated shall be managed to
prevent any impact to ground or surface waters.
(4) Within 30 days of completion of the pilot project, or by March 1,2004, which ever occurs first,
submit two copies of a final report to the Solid Waste Section. The report shall include the type
and amounts of materials composted, the quantity and Class of compost produced, the amount of
compost distributed and the results of temperature monitoring. All quantities shall be in tons.
(5) This approval is subject to immediate revocation if activities on site result in a direct or potential
threat to the public health or environment, or significant odor problems are created. The Division
of Waste Management reserves the right to apply any other requirements of 15A NCAC 13B
Section .I400 as the Division deems necessary during the above approval period.
(6) Operation of the facility and compost monitoring activities will be in accordance with the
approved application and Section .1406'of the Solid Waste Management Rules. Records of
temperatures shall be maintained and shall be available to representatives of the Section
upon request.
1646 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646
Phone: 9 19-733-0692 \ FAX: 9 19-733-4810 \ Internet: www.enr.state.nc.us

(7) Compost testing, frequency of testing, and reporting of test results shall be in
accordance with the approved application and Section .l408 of the Solid Waste
Management Rules. Classification and distribution of compost shall .be in
accordance with Section .I407 of the Solid Waste Management Rules. All compost
shall be tested and approved by the Solid Waste Section prior to anv use or
distribution.
(8) This approval is not transferable.

Ms. Wendy Simmons, Regional Waste Management Specialist, will be responsible for
oversight and inspection of the facility and activities. Ms. Simmons can be contacted at (336)
77 1-4600.
If you have any questions concerning this approval please contact Ted Lyon,
Composting and Land Application Branch Supervisor at (919) 733-0692, extension 253.

Sincerely,

,

//Solid

Waste Section

cc: Wendy Simmons, Waste Management Specialist - Winston-Salem Regional Office
Keith Warren, Mountain Organic Materials

North Carolina
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Division of Waste Management

NCDENR

Michael F. Easley, Governor
William G. Ross Jr., Secretary
Dexter R. Matthews, Director

January 28,2003

Mr. James D. Parsons
529 S. Oak Grove Ext.
Millers Creek, North Carolina 2865 1
Dear Mr. Parsons:
The Division of Waste Management, Solid Waste Section, has reviewed your request for
approval of a Solid Waste Pilot Composting Project. Approval of this activity is in accordance with the
N.C. Solid Waste Management Rules, 15A NCAC 13B .I409 and subject to the following conditions:
(1) The approval period is from receipt of this letter to February 1,2004. If an extension is needed it
must be requested by January 1,2004 with a justification for the extension.

(2) The project shall occur at the location inspected and approved on January 22,2003.
(3) Composting at this site shall be limi&d to the materials specified in the application submitted
through Mountain Organic Materials and dated December 2002.

(3) The site shall be prepared to control run-off and run-on. Best management practices shall be.
utilized for this purpose. All run-off from the site and any leachate generated shall be managed to
prevent any impact to ground or surface waters.
(4) Within 30 days of completion of the pilot project, or by March 1,2004, which ever occurs first,
submit two copies of a final report to the Solid Waste Section. The report shall include the type
and amounts of materials composted, the quantity and Class of compost produced, the amount of
compost distributed and the results of temperature monitoring. All quantities shall be in tons.
(5) This approval is subject to immediate revocation if activities on site result in a direct or potential
threat to the public health or environment, or significant odor problems are created. The Division
of Waste Management reserves the right to apply any other requirements of 15A NCAC 13B
Section -1400 as the Division deems necessary during the above approval period.
(6) Operation of the facility and compost monitoring activities will be in accordance with the
approved application and Section .I406 of the Solid Waste Management Rules. Records of
temperatures shall be maintained and shall be available to representatives of the Section
upon request.

E x f f f R n - #1 2

1646 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646
Phone: 9 19-733-0692 \ FAX: 9 19-733-4810 \ Internet: www.enr.state.nc.us
.

(7) Compost testing, frequency of testing, and reporting of test results shall be in
accordance with the approved application and Section .l408 of the Solid Waste
Management Rules. Classification and distribution of compost shall be in
accordance with Section -1407 of the Solid Waste Management Rules. All com~ost
shall be tested and approved by the Solid Waste Section ~ r i o to
r anv use or
distribution.

(8) This approval is not transferable.
Ms. Wendy Simmons, Regional Waste Management Specialist, will be responsible for
oversight and inspection of the facility and activities. Ms. Simmons can be contacted at (336) .
If you have any questions concerning this approval please contact Ted Lyon,
Composting and Land Application Branch Supervisor at (9 19) 733-0692, extension 253.
Sincerely,
A

ames C. Coffey,

cc: Wendy Simmons, Waste Management Specialist - Winston-Salem Regional Office
Keith Warren, Mountain Organic Materials

REPORT ~ 6 .
1503003-6007

A

ACCOUNT NUMBER

68021

a L GREAT LAKES WBORlhTORBES, BNC.

3505 Conestoga DrivO FofiWayne, Indiana 46808-4413 Phone 2604834759 * Fax 260-403-5274
q.afgrerstlakes.com

TO:

MOUNTAIN ORGAN1 MATERIALS LLC
1544 SMUKY PARK WY
PO BOX 2440
CANDLER, NC 28715

E

FOR^:

lafl@algrbatlakes.coq

WILKES CO PAC04 TEST

COMPOST ANALYSIS REPORT

WTERCCENED: (YI/O3/2dO3

Moisture

TMECC 03.09-A

Dry Matter

TMECC 03.09-A

Total Nitrogen (N)

nVlECC 04.02-D

Phospholus (q

TMECC 04.03-A

~hosphafe(P205)

TMECC 04.03-A

Potassium (K)

TMECC 04.04-A

Potash (K20)

fMECC 04.046

s u ~ u (S]
r

TMECC 04.054

Magnesium (h)

TMECC 04.05-MG

Caldum p a )

TMECC 04.05-CAI

Sodium (Na)

TMECC 04.05-NA

Iron (Fe)
Aluminum (A)

m E C C 04.05-FE
TMECC 04.07-AL

Boron (Eij

TMECC 04.05-B

CoFsper (Cu)
Mangandse (h)

TMECC 04.05-cu(

TMECG 04.05-MN

Zinc (Zn)

TMECC 04.05-ZN

-

TMECC T&t Methods for the Examinsition of Cornposting and Cohpost, The U.S. Cont~postingCouncil.
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A & L GREAT LAKES WB6RATORIES, IYC.
3505 Corlestogih Drivd Fort Wayne, Indiana 46808-4413 Ptjone 2604834759 * Fax 260-4835274
mv.algrecstlake.fs.com latj@algwatlak4s.co?

'b

PO OX 2440
CAN LER, NC 28715

COMPOST ANALYSIS REPORT
M T E RBCENED:

01/03/2(303

PH
SdQble3alt

Asti @ 540 C
OrgBnic Matter by LO1 @ 650C
Org\anic carbon -LO1 @ 560C
~ahon:F\JitrogunRajio (C;N)
Bulk Density As Rdceived

Bulk Density - Dry Bfisis
Par@space %

Freg AirNace %

Water Holding Capacity

TMECC - T&t Methods fat- the Exarnindtion of Compesting and Coinpost, The U.S. Cbclllposlhg Counal.
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REP~RT
NO.

~03003-6002

A & L GREAT LAKES LPLB6RATCbRIESbINC.

ACCOUNT NULlBER

64021

35b5 Corlestoga Drive Fort Waynb, Indiana 468084413 PHone 2604834759 Fax 2630483-5274
ww\V.algreatlakes.com
latl@algfiatlakes.card

TO:

MOUNTAI~ORGANIC MATERIALS LLC
1544 SMOKY PARK hWY

LAB NUMBER:

20352

FOR:

WILKES CO P'ACBS TEST

COMPOST ANALYS16 MEPORT

DATE RECEIVEII:

01/03/2003

Maibturcr
Dry Matter
Total Nitrogen [N)
Phasphorus (P')
PhdsphaEe (Pm5)
Potassiurp (K)
Potash (K20)
Sulfur (S)
Magnesiym (MQ)
Calcium {Ca)
Sodium (Wa)
Iron (Fe)
Aluminum (A)
Boron ( 6 )
Conper (Cu)
Manganese (h)
Zinc (Zn)
I"

-

TMECC -Test Methods for the Exam~nationof Compqsting and Cohpost. The

U.6.Con!lposting C~llncil.

E)(HtBlT #

-.

144

c ~ i m

REPORT Nb.

F03003-6007
lrCCOlqT NUNlBER

64021

3505 Conestoga Drive Fort Wayne, Indipna 46808-4413 Phone 2604834759 *,Fax280-4836274
wwyv.alg~atlakc+.com Ia@@algCeatlakjts.cam

TO:

MOUNTAIN ORGANIC MATERIALS LLC
1544 SMOKY PARK HWY
PO BOX 2440
CANDLER, NC 28715

FOR:

WILKES CO PACBS TEST

COMPOST ANALYSIS REPORT

dSIm

19.84

TPECC 04.10-A

Ash @ 550 C
Organic Matter by LO1 @ 550C

%
%

13.29
48.26

TMECC 03.42-8
TPECG 05.47-A

Organic Carbon -LO1 @ 550C

%

24.13
8.0:~

TPECC 05.42-A

Soll~bleSalt

Carbon:Nitrog@nRatio (C:N)
Bulk Density As Received

-

-

glcm3
gIcm3

0.55

TtJIECC 03.dl-A
TPJIECG03.41-~

Pore Space %

%

67.65

TfclECC o ~ . ~ I - A

Free Airspace %
Water Holding Capacity

%

12.87

TFJlECC03.dl -A

%

54.78

TpECt= 03.dl -A

Bull<Density - Dry Basis

--I

7.2

-

TMECC 1est Methods for the Examination of Cornposting and Compost, The U.S. Cornposting Council.
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REPClPT NO.

F02169-6010
ACCOUNT NUMBER

A & L GREAT LAKES LABORATORIES, INC.

61021

3 5 0 5 Conestoga Drive

TO:

-

Fort Wayne, Indiana 46808-4413
Phone [260]4834759
www.aIgreatlakes.com e-mail: lab@algreatlakes.com

FAX [260]483-5274

l1llllll1llllllllllllllllllll,ll
MOUNTAIN ORGANIC MATERIALS LLC
1544 SMOKY PARK HWY
PO BOX 2440
CANDLER, NC 28715

COMPOST ANALYSIS REPORTDATE RECEIVED:
DATE REPORTED:

Moisture

%

31.48

TMECC 03.09-A

Dry Matter

%

68.52

T

Total
--.- N-en --- -(N) --- -Phosphorus (P)
-*-

- - ---

-"

Phosphate (P205)

----

Potassium (K)
-Potash (K20)
Sulfur (S)

- --- - - . - -- -.---.-

Magnesium (Mg)
-----

.---- ---

Sodium (Na)- .-- Iron (Fe)

-,-

Aluminum (Al)

-- -

0.22

%

0.01

0.01

%

0.02

0.02

TMECC 04.03-A

%

0.01

0.01

TMECC
- - - - 04.04-A

%

---0.01

----

- Copper (Cu) -- ---Manganese (Mn)

%

-

--

%

- - ----

%

milligrams/kilogram
- - -- -- -milligrams/kilogram
milligrams/kilogram
--- - - - - --

--

-

-

-

-

0.10

0.01

---

0.01

-- --

-.

0.01
0.01
I
2

-1 - -

23

-

--

I

-.
.

-- -

0.01
0.01

-O h

----------

07

--

TMECC Test Methods for the Examination of Cornposting and Compost, The U.S. Cornposting Council.
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-

--- -- TMECC 04.04-A
--"--

.0.01
- --0.03

--
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TMECC 04.02-D----- --

-*-,

0.01

-----

0.02

-------

%
- -

Boron
- (B)

-

0.15
-

%

%

Calcium (Ca)

L

0611812002
06/26/2002

TMECC
-04.05-S
-- -TMECC 04.05-MG
---

"-----

-

-

TMECC
-- - 04.05-CA
-

-

TMECC 04.05-NA
-----

-

TMECC
. -- 04.05-FE
- - - - -TMECC 04.07-AL

-- -

TMECC
-04.05-B
TMECC 04.05-CU

----

--

--

-- .--

- --

- 34
-- - - - -

-

-

-

TMECC
-.
04.05-MN
I
T-

REP3PT NO.

F02169-6010
ACCOUNT NUMBER

A & L GREAT LAKES LABORATORIES, INC.
3 5 0 5 Conestoga Drive
Fort Wayne, Indiana 4 6 8 0 8 4 4 1 3 . Phone [260]4834759 . FAX [260]483-5274

61021

www.algreatlakes.com

TO:

ATTN:

lllllllllllllllllllllIlllll,l~ll
MOUNTAIN ORGANIC MATERIALS LLC
1544 SMOKY PARK HWY
PO BOX 2440
CANDLER, NC 28715

CRAIG COKER

LAB NUMBER:
SAMPLE ID:

COMPOST ANALYSIS REPORTDATE RECEIVED:

18866
SAWDUST

.-I"--..-

-

PH
Soluble
.
------- Salt

..--

Ash @. --550- -C-

.

. ..---.---

--.- . -. . -- -

TMECC 04.1 1-A
TMECC 04.10-A

5.9
0.17

- .

Organic Matter by LO1 @ 550C

dSlm
%

-.

%

0.31
..

0.45

TMECC 03.02-B
-"

68.21

99.55

TMECC 05.07-A

Carbon:Nitrogen Ratio (C:N)

-

226.3:l

226.3:l

TMECC 05.02-A

Bulk Density
- .-- As
Received
-Bulk Density - Dry Basis
Pore Space
.- %
Free Airspace %--"-

--"--

----.

TMECC 03.01-A

--- gIcm3

-

%
-

.-

-

Estimated

Organic
- Carbon
- - .-LO1 -@ 550C

----

%

-

0.12
--

.

-.-

-71.53

27.46

Water
--. .Holding
- Capacity
-

-

0611812002

4
6 ---milli ramslkilogram
TMECC 04.05-ZN.------.-"-",.-2
-

Zinc (Zn)

.....I__-.."L"

e-mail: lab@aIgreatlakes.com

TMECC Test Methods for the Examination of Composting and Compost, The U.S. Cornposting Council.
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TMECC 03.01 -A
TMECC
. - 03.01-A
TMECC 03.01-A
TMECC 03.01-A

---
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Twin 10-CY Portable Aerated Cornposting Bin System (PACBS)
Test Summary Data

(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
Test #I
Ingredients:
5 CY 2nd stage mortality compost bin contents
5 CY 3rd stage mortality compost bin contents

I

Twin 10 PACBS Test #I

Date
-

EPA 503
Temp
NCDA Rea.
10/23/02
111
10/24/02
109
10/25/02
123
140
10/26/02
131
140
10/27/02
136
140
10/28/02
138
140
10/29/02
128
140
10/30/02
115
Note: Modifications in the procedures for
filling the bin and aeration timing adjusted
to improve performance in next batch.

I

10123

1 0125

10127

1 0129

Twin 10-CY Portable Aerated Composting Bin System (PACBS)
Test Summary Data
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
Test #2
Ingredients: 4 CY Broiler Litter
6 CY Sawdust
Date
-

Temp

NCDA Rea.

1

EPA 503

Twin 10 PACBS Test #2

I

1116
Note: Additional modifications in the
procedures and additional Carbon
-----added as well as less aeration time for next batches

1118

11/10

--

---

11/12

11/14

Twin 10-CY Portable Aerated Composting Bin System (PACBS)
Test Summary Data
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
Test #3
Ingredients: 5 CY 1st Stage Broiler Mortalities & Litter
5 CY Sawdust

Date
-

1/24/03
1/25/03
1126103
1/27/03
1/28/03
1/29/03
1/30/03
1/31/03
211103
2/2/03
2/3/03
2/4/03
2/5/03
2/6/03
2/7/03
2/8/03
2/9/03
2110103
2111103
2112/03
2113/03
2114/03
2115/03
2116/03

Temp
NCDA Rea.
137
132
130
131
135
138
139
143
140
146
140
146
140
149
140
146
140
144 Extrapolated
143
144
142
141
140 Extrapolated
137
140
138
137
136
135 Extrapolated

EPA 503

I

Twin 10 PACBS Test #3

Twin 10-CYPortable Aerated Cornposting Bin System (PACBS)
Test Summary Data
{all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
4 CY Fresh Broiler Mortalities
Test #4
Ingredients: 6 CY - 4 CY Sawdust 2 CY Litter

-

Date
-

T e m ~ NCDA Req.

EPA 503

-

Twin 10 PACBS Test #4
1/25/03
133
1/26/03
132
1/27/03
149
140
131
1/28/03
157
140
131
1/29/03
156
140
131
1130103
151
140
1/31/03
148
140
211103
147
2/2/03 Bin Emptied due to space constraints
2/3/03 Empty
2/4/03 Empty
2/5/03 Empty

Twin 10CY Portable Aerated Composting Bin System (PACBS)
Test Summary Data
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
4 CY Fresh Broiler Mortalities
Test #5
Ingredients: 6 CY 4.5 CY Sawdust - 1.5 CY Litter

-

Date
-

2/5/03
2/6/03
2/7/03
2/8/03
2/9/03
2110103
2111103
2112/03
2113/03
2114/03
2115/03
2116/03
2117/03
2118/03

Temp
NCDA Rea.
126
135
144
146
147
148
149
147
146
145
144
145
147
145

EPA 503

I

Twin 10 PACBS Test # 5

Twin 10-CY Portable Aerated Cornposting Bin System (PACBS)
Test Summary Data
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
4 CY Fresh Broiler Mortalities
Test #6
Ingredients: 6 CY - 4.5 CY Sawdust - 1.5 CY Litter

Date
-

3/23/03
3/24/03
3/25/03
3/26\03
3/27/03
3/28/03
3/29/03
3/30/03
313 1103
411103
4/2/03
4/3/03
4/4/03
4/5/03

Temp
NCDA Rea.
159
158
160
161
161
161
160
158
156
145
149
147
145
140

EPA 503
I

Twin 10 PACBS Test # 6

Twin 10-CY Portable Aerated Cornposting Bin System (PACBS)

-

Test Summary Data David Parsons
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
4 CY Fresh Broiler Mortalities
Test #3
Ingredients: 6 CY - 4.5 CY Sawdust & Woodchips - 1.5 CY Litter
Date
-

2/21103
2/22/03
2/23/03
2/24/03
2/25/03
2/26/03
2/27/03
2/28/03
311103
3/4/03
3/5/03
3/6/03
3/7/03
3/8/03
3/9/03
3110103

Notes:

Temp
NCDA Rea.
138
136
136
134
142
141
137
132
130
129
124
119
123
124
126
124

EPA 503
131
131
131

--

Twin 10 PACBS ParsonsTest # 3

2/21

Extreme wet conditions, materials saturated, and crusting

2/23

2/25

2/27

311

313

Days

315

3l7

Twin 10-CY Portable Aerated Composting Bin System (PACBS)

-

Test Summary Data David Parsons
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
4 CY Fresh Broiler Mortalities
Test #4
Ingredients: 6 CY - 4.5 CY Sawdust & Woodchips 1.5 CY Litter

-

Date
-

3/29/03
3/30/03
3131I03
411I03
4/2/03
4/3/03
4/4/03
4/5/03
4/6/03
4/7/03
4/8/03
4/9/03
4110103
4111I03
4112/03
4113/03

T e m ~ NCDA Rea.
87
131
120
140
143
142
149
144
145
143
140
139
137
136
133
130

EPA 503

Twin 10 PACBS ParsonsTest # 4

3/29

3131

412

414

46

418

Duration of Cornposting Test

4110

4/12

Twin 10-CY Portable Aerated Composting Bin System (PACBS)

-

Test Summary Data David Parsons
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
4 CY Fresh Broiler Mortalities
Test #5
Ingredients: 6 CY - 4.5 CY Sawdust & Woodchips - 1.5 CY Litter
Date
-

4/5/03
4/6/03
4/7/03
4/8/03
4/9/03
4110103
411 1I03
4112/03
4113/03
4114/03
4115/03
4116/03
4117/03
4118/03
4119/03
4/20/03
412 1I03

Temp
NCDA Rea.
137
136
124
136
138
142
152
148
159
159
158
156
157
160
159
158
157

EPA 503

4/7

419

411 1

4/13

4/15

Days of Composting

4/17

4119

4/21

Twin 10-CY Portable Aerated Cornposting Bin System (PACBS)

-

Test Summary Data David Parsons
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
4 CY Fresh Broiler Mortalities
Test #6
Ingredients: 6 CY - 4.5 CY Sawdust & Woodchips - 1.5 CY Litter

Date
-

Temp

NCDA Rea.

EPA 503

40-CY Portable Aerated Composting Bin System (PACBS)

-

Test Summary Data Randy Johnson
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
Test #I
Ingredients: 30 CY Sawdust &I5 CY Litter

Date
4/3/03

4/4/03

NCDA Rea.

EPA 503
131
131
131

-

40-CY PACBS Randy Johnson's Test # 1

413

415

4/1

419

4111

4/13

Days of Composting
L

Notes: Mixed material dry and added water as bin was filled
Removed material and noted dry areas at bottom of bin.

4/15

4/17

40-CY Portable Aerated Cornposting Bin System (PACBS)
Test Summary Data - David Parsons
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
Test #I
Ingredients: 30 CY Sawdust & Woodchips &I5 CY Litter
Date
-

511I03
5/2/03
5/3/03
5/4/03
5/5/03
5/6/03
5/7/03
5/8/03
5/9/03
5110103
5111I03
5112/03
5113/03
5114/03
5115/03
5116/03
5117/03
5118/03
5119/03
5/20/03
5121I03
5/22/03

EPA 503
Temp
NCDA Rea.
131
145
140
40-CY PACBS David Parson's Test # I
131
154
140
131
157
140
158
140
156
140
155
155
153
154
152
149
147
148
149
146
145
145
143
142
Notes: Mixed with feed mixer and added water during mixing
140
141
139

Ex' f 1 p r P

27

40-CY Portable Aerated Composting Bin System (PACBS)

-

Test Summary Data David Parsons
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
Test #2
Ingredients: 30 CY Sawdust & Woodchips & I 5 CY Litter
Date
-

6110103
611 1I03

Temp
NCDA Rea.
134
140
148
140

EPA 503
131
131

40-CY PACBS David Parson's Test # 2

6/10

6/12

6/14

6/16

6/18

6/20

6/22

Days of Composting

6/24

6/26

6/28

Concrete 6 Bin Forced Aerated Composting Bin System (FACBS)
Test Summary Data
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
4 CY Fresh Broiler Mortalities
Test #I
Ingredients: 6 CY - 4.5 CY Sawdust 1.5 CY Litter

-

Date
4/26/03
4/27/03
4/28/03
4/29/03
4/30/03
511103
5/2/03
5/3/03
5/4/03
5/5/03
5/6/03
5/7/03
5/8/03
5/9/03
5110103
5111103
5112/03
5113/03
5114/03
5115/03
5116/03
5117/03
5118/03
5119/03
5/20/03

7

T e m ~ NCDA Req.
144
145
153
155
156
157
158
156
155
153
154
153
154
156
155
155
154
154
153
155
154
154
158
159
158

EPA 503

FACBS Test #I

515

519

5/13

5/17

5/21

5/25

Duration of Composting Test

5/29

612

Concrete 6 Bin Forced Aerated Cornposting Bin System (FACBS)
Test Summary Data
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
4 CY Fresh Broiler Mortalities
Test #2
Ingredients: 6 CY - 4.5 CY Sawdust 1.5 CY Litter

-

Date
-

511103
5/2/03
5/3/03
5/4/03
5/5/03
5/6/03
5/7/03
5/8/03
5/9/03
5110103
5111103
5112/03
5113/03
5114/03
5115/03
5116/03
5117/03
5118/03
5119/03
5/20/03
5121103
5/22/03
5/23/03
5/24/03

Temp
NCDAReq,
154
140
156
140
155
140
150
140
154
140
155
153
154
155
155
154
153
152
150
152
152
152
151
150
139
132
125
I24
124

EPA 503
131
131
131

FACBS Test # 2

511

513

515

517

519

5111 5/13 5/15 5/17 5/19 5/21 5/23

Duration of Cornposting Test

Concrete 6 Bin Forced Aerated Composting Bin System (FACBS)
Test Summary Data
(all data in degrees Fahrenheit)
4 CY Fresh Broiler Mortalities
Test #3
Ingredients: 6 CY 4.5 CY Sawdust - 1.5 CY Litter

-

Date
5/23/03
5/24/03
5/25/03
5/26/03
5/27/03
5/28/03
5/29/03
5/30/03
5131103
611103
6/2/03
6/3/03
6/4/03

7

Temp
NCDA Rea.
132
150
145
157
154
157
158
155
155
155
155
156
152

EPA 503

FACBS Test # 3

5/25

5/27

5/29

5/31

Duration of Composting Test

1544 Smoky Park Highway
P.O. Box 2440
Candler, NC 28715
(828) 230-1729
July 22, 2003
Dr. Tom McGinn
Asst. State Veterinarian
Emergency Programs Division
P.O. Box 27647
Raleigh, NC 27611
Dear Dr. McGinn:
It was a pleasure meeting with your team and discussing various ways that we might
be of service. The shear volume of the potential problem that you need to deal with
is incredible. I have spent the last three days discussing various scenarios with my
associates and we are convinced that utilizing forced aeration to accelerate the
composting process could be done economically and effectively even under
emergency situations.

I am extremely interested in exploring the last idea that came up before you left on
Friday, and that was the possibility of retrofitting forty yard containers on the site with
a one-time-use aeration floor. Your team actually suggested the scenario, and we
have been exploring it further here, obviously on a conceptual basis only. But the
idea of producing a ready to install, drop-in aeration floor in any 30 or 40 yard
container that is delivered to the site, and outfttting the containers in less than one
hour each, has considerable merit.
From a conceptual standpoint, there are some significant advantages to this
approach.

1. Retrofitting the containers in the field just before filling could be accomplished
by a team of four workers in less than one hour after the container arrived.
2. The mortalities, once they are ground and mixed with the compost medium,
will not have to be disturbed until they are ready to leave the farm.
3. The mortalities could be moved off farm in less than three weeks from the time
of filling if that was absolutely necessary, since they would have been at 145
degrees for at least ten days by then. However, leaving them on the farm for
the duration of the composting process, maybe two months, would facilitate
better process control and eliminate fears of spreading the disease during
transport.

4. There would be a significant reduction in labor required to maintain the
systems once they were filled and connected to the air supply. Temperature
monitoring would be the only process activity during the composting cycle
unless there were specific tests that you wanted to see done.
5. Capital investment in the containers could be eliminated assuming enough of
the standard roll-off containers could be secured and rented on a monthly
basis.
6. A standard diesel air compressor could be rented to supply the air assuming
again there would be enough of them available for rental at the time of
deployment.
7. Loading of the materials at the end of the process would be eliminated since
the roll-off units could be handled via standard roll-off truck when the process
was complete.
8. The stable but immature material would not have to go to a landfill but could
be processed at several composting facilities in the state.
9. The only upfront costs would be the cost of R&D to build and test a few of the
units now, and then the cost of manufacturing a one month supply of the
"drop-in" aeration tube systems for immediate deployment, while production of
the remaining systems could begin.
I would enjoy the opportunity to discuss these options with you andlor your team
again at your convenience. If I can help in whatever capacity you need, please don't
hesitate to contact me. Thank you again for allowing me to participate in this
extremely exciting endeavor.

~eithl~arren
Mountain Organic Materials, LLC
Cc:

Dr. David Marshall, Jim Cummings, Tommy Cutts.

FPPC Economic Feasibility Worksheet

-

- Without Cost Share Assistance

Category of Farm: Poultry Broilers

Determining Factors:
David Parson's Operation:
I Flock Size - number of birds grown each flock cycle:
160,000
2 Mortality Rate expressed as a percentage of the total flock
5%
3 Flock Cycle Duration - the length of time (days) required to
54
produce the desired Market or Finished Weight.
4 Finished Weight the weight (Ibs) of the bird when sold.
5 Flocks per year the total number of flocks grown each year.

birds
rate
days

-

-

-

Ibs
cycles

Based on historical data for David Parson's Broiler Operation, we found that for
each 1,000 birds of flock size, he should anticipate 750 Ibs of mortality per year.
Therefore, given a flock size of 160,000 birds, he should anticipate 120,0001bs of
mortalities per year. Understand that all of the above factors listed will dictate the
anticipated weight of mortalities and this relationship is for a specific operation only.
Each ten yard bin can handle 3,5001bs of mortalities per month minimum, and since
a primary objective of this demonstration project is to produce a value-added end product,
we sized the bins such that there would be enough capacity for second-stage composting.

6-Bin FACBS System:
500-lb Incinerator:
Design Costs Estimated
Construction Costs - Estimated
Installation Costs and Start-up - Estimated
Total Capital Investment:

-

Annual Capltal Costs based on financing the system for
10 years and an interest rate of 7%
Operational Costa per year
Sawdust or Woodchips
Electricity
Propane Gas @ $0.90/gallon
Labor-Additionalfor 112 houriday @ $20.00/hour
General Maintenance and Repair - Estimated
Total Oper. Costs per year:

FACBS SYSTEM
$
32,000.00
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$

Total Annualized Costs:
Total Annual pounds of mortalites processed
Annualized Costs per 1,0001bs of mortalities:

Potential Revenue From sale of Cornposted Material:
Estimated Yards of finished compost for sale @ $lO.OO/yds:
Revised Annualized Costs including compost sales:
Total Annualized Cost 11,0001bs of Mortality:

$
$

2,000.00
26,000.00
4,000.00
32,000.00

INCINERATOR
$

8,000.00

$
$
$

2,000.00
6,000.00
8,000.00

FPPC Economic Feasibility Worksheet

-

- With Cost Share Assistance

Category of Farm: Poultry Broilers

Theoretical lncinerator Fuel Usage:
Ibslhour
gallons/hour
per gallon

Burn Rate:
Fuel Usage:
Fuel Cost:
lncinerator Fuel Costs per hour
lncinerator Fuel Costs per Ib of mortality
lncinerator Fuel Costs per 1,0001bs mortality:
Size of Farm in Total Birds:
Number of Flocks per year:
Market Weight:
Mortality Rate expressed as a percentage
Pounds of Mortality per Flock:
Pounds of Mortality per Year:
Annual Cost for Incineration:

$/hour
$11b
$Il,0001bs
birds
flockslyear
Ibs
rate
Ibs
Ibs
$

-

6-Bin FACBS System:
500-lb Incinerator:
Design Costs - Estimated
Construction Costs - Estimated
Installation Costs and Start-up - Estimated
Total Capital Investment:
Total Capital Investment after 75% Cost Share:
Annual Capital Costs based on financing the system for
10 years and an interest rate of 7%
Operational Costs per year
Sawdust or Woodchips
Electricity
Propane Gas @ $0.90/gallon
Labor-Additional for 112 hourlday @ $20.001hour
General Maintenance and Repair - Estimated
Total Oper. Costs per year:
Total Annualized Costs:
Total Annual pounds of mortalites processed
Annualized Costs per 1,0001bs of mortalities:

Potential Revenue From sale of Composted Material:
Estimated Yards of finished compost for sale @ $1O.OOlydS:
Revised Annualized Costs including compost sales:
Total Annualized Cost 11,0001bs of Mortality:

FACBS SYSTEM
$
32,000.00
$
$
$
$
$

INCINERATOR

$
2,000.00
26,000.00 $
4,000.00 $
32,000.00 $
8,000.00 $

8,000.00

2,000.00
6,000.00
8,000.00
2,000.00
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FINAL PROJECT REPORT
Demonstration of Poultry Manure and Mortality
Forced Aeration Composting Bin Systems
PROJECT LOCATIONS

Randy S. Johnson
850 Mathis Mill Rd.
Roaring River, NC 28669
James David Parsons
216 South Oak Grove Ext.
Millers Creek, NC 28651-8869
PREPAREDBY
Keith Warren, President
Mountain Organic Materials, LLC
P.O. Box 2440
Candler, NC 28715
PREPARED FOR AND SPONSORED BY

FPPC
Znc.

chnologies for Nutrient Managernent"

